PENTAGAME
1 Choose pieces

English
4 Winning condition

7 Turn at free nodes

10 Move out

Tips
• Park grey blocks and collect pieces
that have left the board in the centre.
• Four players can also play in teams:
two against two. The party that brings
out 5 pieces in total wins.

Everyone has pieces of one shape.
One has rabbits, one cats etc.
Pentagame is for 2, 3 or 4 players.

2 Setup your pieces
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All white pieces travel to white,
blue to blue etc.
At their goals they move out.
Three out wins.

Turn at free corners without stopping.
Ways can be long!

8 Replace blocks

5 Any direction
hit

When you reach a goal, you move out.
For this you place a grey block
anywhere.
Grey blocks are one-time blocks.
When you beat them, you take them oﬀ
the board again.

11 Score
3

replace
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All pieces start at the rim, on the corner
of their colour.

3 Setup blocks

You can hit a black block.
You then relocate it on an empty space.
You can move in any direction,
on the ring and on the star.

6 No jumping

9 Swap neighbours
swap

-

The winner is who gets three pieces to
their goals.

12 Special cases

Save grey blocks for later.

You can swap two neighbouring pieces
(at least one of which must be yours).
You can move as far as you want.
But: you cannot jump!
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1. When moving to a corner with
multiple pieces, swap with one of
them.

Else

2. When you get to set both a grey and
a black block say ‘abracadabra’.

P
invented a pentagram game
(S
). The pentagram was a mark
of the Pythagoreans (L
).

3. You are not allowed to try the
exact same move twice.

Put black blocks on the crossings.
They are neutral.

• Five people may play this way: have
every player to command one colour
rather than one shape, and two out
wins.

4. When one of your pieces was
brought to its goal by someone
else, then you must move that
piece out when it is your turn and
you set a grey block.
You do not gain an extra move.
5. If you need more grey blocks than
there are, re-position one.

The number of possible positions exceeds 1027 , and the number of possible
games 1052 by far.
Every game has its own character; no two
games are the same, it is full of suspense.
J.S.
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